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The Only Crock Pot Recipe Book You Will Ever Need!  PROMO: $2.99 (from $5.99) Only Today! 

Great Variety of Recipes Suitable For Everyone, No Previous Experience Needed, Extremely Easy

to Follow Directions!  A Total of 700 Recipes Includes a second book "Top 200 Crock Pot Recipes"

for FREE!  Free PDF file with photos available at the end of the book  Do You Want to Cook

Delicious and Healthy for YOUR FAMILY? The crock pot is getting back to a simple and healthy

way of life. During the years, manufacturers have improved technological features to make crock

pots easier to use. So, the crock pot is designed to make gorgeous meals with very little hassle.

That's for sure, you will feed even picky eaters and they will polish off their meals! You can take

your crock pot with you on the camping and you can enjoy tempting fresh meals all day every day.
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I have been wanting to save money and make more food at home, while at the same time not have

to keep an eye on a simmering pot the entire time I cook. I discovered the convenience of the crock

pot and I have been looking for some new recipes ever since. This ultimate crock pot recipe book is

great and has you covered for every meal. From family meals to crowd pleasers, Jaimie Stewart



gives you recipes to fit just about every diet and occasion that you can think of. I know from some of

her previous books that Jaimie Stewart focuses on making healthy recipes, and this book is no

exception. With the yummy casseroles and soups she includes in this book it is an delicious way to

pack in more vegetables and deliver nutritious meals to even the most picky of eaters. I also loved

that she included some additional recipes as a bonus. For newbies to the crock pot such as myself,

Jaimie has included some basic information about crock pots to help you to familiarize yourself for

this useful kichen appliance. Definitely would recommend for anyone that wants a home cooked

meal and is short on time.

We love our crock pot but quickly exhausted the recipes in the little booklet that came with it. In our

search for more variety, I picked up author Jamie Stewart's "Crock Pot Recipes" and this is a

wonderful collection of over 700 recipes that are both varied and easy to make. There are recipes

for breakfast, snacks and appetizers, main courses, and desserts. All are very well explained with

step-by-step instructions and we have been loving coming home at the end of the day to delicious

smells. The pdf included with images was helpful as well. Recommended.

I have downloaded a few cookbooks by this author in the past, and was impressed with the

advertised two hundred plus recipes- this collection of crock pot recipes boasts a stunning five

hundred recipes plus some more bonus material. The selection was unique,delicious looking, and

creative while still including beloved classics.The Ultimate 500 Crock Pot Recipes has helped

energizer my meal plans, with it's easy to follow instructions, and is truly for any skill level. I really

loved that it included so many different types of meals including paleo, and vegan. I am a huge fan

of Jamie Stewart's recipes, as always the quality is second to none, and I will for sure be purchasing

more of his work in the future.

The author stated that she could not include the photos due to the cost. However, the "free

download" is not of the photos/recipes as she claimed we would get once we go to the last page

and download it. It is "bonus 200 more recipes" that she included and it is of VERY poor quality PDF

format. I would prefer having the recipes with the photos when purchasing a book, I plan to request

a refund and buy the book instead.

I loved cooking and love recipe books, so many recipes and so little preparation.So, I found this

book by chance. Actually, great value for money, a massive set of recipes for your crock pot. I



picked up author Jamie Stewart's "Crock Pot Recipes" and this is a wonderful collection of over 700

recipes that are both varied and easy to make. There are recipes for breakfast, snacks and

appetizers, main courses, and desserts. This ultimate crock pot recipe book is great and has you

covered for every meal. Especially, I want to say the author has a good ability to cooking. Very

helpful. All are very well explained with step-by-step instructions and we have been loving coming

home at the end of the day to delicious smells. Finally, I like to suggest you.

The death of crock pot cooking has been vastly exaggerated. I personally love the volume + hands

free operation of crock pot cooking. Sure it takes a bit to cook, but that's why you set up your meal

ahead of time so by the time your hungry a piping hot meal is ready that only took 5 minutes to set

up hours ago! This book lived up to its title. There are 500 recipes. And they are delicious. They are

easy to read and follow. the famous southwest breakfast is one of my favorites. Great book, great

recipes.

I love recipe books like this, so many recipes and so little preparation. Working full time, working on

side projects, spending time with my wife and kids, the last thing I want to do is think about what I

want to cook and then spend extra time making it. Don't get me wrong, I love to cook healthy meals,

but if there is a way to cook healthy meals and not spend a couple hours making it (then cleaning it

all up), I would rather do that instead. There are a couple of things I wouldn't make, but those

recipes I was able to change a couple of ingredients and BOOM, new recipe.Great book I would

definitely recommend.

I was promised easy, yummy recipes. That's what I got. The recipes are simply written and easy to

follow. I've read them all. There wasn't anything complicated or difficult to understand. At least, not

one I realized the author used the word "cornflour" in place of "cornstarch".The variety of recipes is

pleasing. There were tons of things I wasn't aware could be made in the crock pot. I want to try all of

the appetizer and snacks recipes.If I had a complaint, it would be that there are recipes that may be

in the wrong category, I feel. But that's not sick a big complaint at all.I can't wait to get cooking!
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